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Whether you love ‘em or hate ‘em the holidays are here again. It's the official 
food & party season of the year, with family get-togethers, office parties, extra 
cooking & shopping, and even-more-hectic-than-usual schedules.  
 

This can be a challenging season for many people, particularly those who struggle 
to maintain healthy eating habits the rest of the year. In fact, the average American 
gains between 5-7 pounds between Halloween and Valentines Day. Not like that’s 
a terrible thing, but I know it freaks a lot of women out.  
 

Did you know that one of the main factors in overeating or inability to lose weight is 
eating under stress? No wonder we gain weight at this time of year! Fortunately 
there are many things you can do to throughout the holidays to keep your stress to 
a minimum, to eat what you love 
fearlessly, to be more present with 
the people in your life, without the 
added stress or fear of losing control 
with food. 
 
 
The ideas in this guide are here to 
help you stay in a place of choice 
throughout the season. It’s all too 
easy to feel that we are at the effect 
of our circumstances, but the truth is 
you always have choices. In the pages that follow you’ll find practical tips as well as 
ways to nourish your body, mind and spirit. These will support you through the hol-
iday season, and my hope is that you’ll also find them easy to embrace as lifelong 
habits! 
 
What you WON’T find here are the usual tips such as skip the hors d’oeuvres or 
desserts, count calories or just exercise more. If you want those kinds of tips and 
the lack of results they get you, go ahead and do a Google search or pick up any 
women’s magazine and they’ll be right there waiting for you! 
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In addition to the strategies presented here, I fully encourage you to use your crea-
tivity to come up with strategies and practices that resonate with you.  
 
Wising you a wonderful, nourishing holiday season filled with possibility, permission 
and pleasure! 
 
Love,  
Michelle 
 

 
 

Schedule Your Non-Negotiables 
 
When the busy holiday season comes around, one of the first things to go tends to 
be your own self-care. I mean, how can you possibly afford to spend an hour at 
Zumba class when you have a job, a household and Christmas shopping list to 
contend with?  This is because you view your self-care activities (such as exercise, 
meditation, hobbies, pampering, etc.) as luxuries. And when the going gets tough, 
the luxuries go out the window! 
 
But what if you viewed your self-care as 
a REQUIREMENT? What if, instead of 
feeling guilty about taking some time for 
yourself, you knew that it was actually 
going to help you accomplish MORE? 
Running on an empty tank gets you 
next to nowhere. 
 
Think about the activities and practices 
that are important to you and that bring 
your energy UP. This might include 
movement you enjoy, preparing healthy meals & snacks, a weekly manicure or 
massage, reading before bed… whatever it is that fuels your tank and makes you a 
happier and easier-to-get-along-with person.  
 
Next, think about how often you need to experience these things in order to feel 
balanced and grounded. Daily? 3 times per week? These are your non-negotiables. 
These are what you NEED to function. Whatever that looks like, schedule it all in 
your December calendar. That’s right. You’d make an appointment and honor it for 
someone else, so give the same respect to YOUR time! Plus, when it’s written 
down you are much more likely to treat it is as a REAL commitment.  
 
Be sure that your non-negotiables include AT LEAST ONE MEAL a day that you 
take time to sit down and enjoy. The more the better, but one is the minimum. Even 
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if it’s in your car between Macy’s and Costco, pull over and be present with your 
meal.   
 
If you find you are tempted to blow off these appointments with yourself, get an ac-
countability buddy. (Find someone in the Live & Eat Fearlessly Facebook Group!) 
Ask a friend to create her list of non-negotiables and then hold each other to it with 
daily or weekly check-ins. 
 

 
 

Stress-Busting 101 
 
So you know that stress is one of the 
main contributors to holiday overeat-
ing and weight gain, not to mention 
being the primary fun-sucker of the 
holiday season. So managing stress 
has got to be one of your top priori-
ties.  
 
What this is really about is becoming 
aware of your energy. Through my 
recovery from an eating disorder, one 
of the things I learned is that some-
times my energy becomes frenetic or 
out of control, and this is what usually triggers me to overeat as I search for a way 
to release the tension. It’s also what triggers me to get snappy with others or have 
a burst of temper or frustration. Now I check in with my energy regularly, and if I find 
that it is moving too fast I use various strategies to bring it back to a more even 
flow.  
 
Fortunately, there are many ways to relax that are quick and easy. (Trust me, the 
idea of extended meditation is like fingernails on a chalk board to me – sitting still is 
not one of my strengths!)  
 
First of all, committing to your non-neogitables goes a long way toward keeping 
your stress down because all of those activities keep you in a place of personal 
empowerment. However, if you find that you need additional stress relief throughout 
the day, here are a few simple tricks to calm you down: 
 
Finger Meditation 
Place your index finger on the center of your forehead, between your eyes (the third 
eye). Focus all of your attention on the sensation where your finger meets your fore-
head, noticing the temperature, the texture, the pressure, etc. Take a few deep 
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breaths while you focus all of your attention on this spot. You should very quickly 
notice a calming effect and a feeling of greater presence in your body. 
 
One-Minute Meditation 
Sit or lie down with your back straight. Inhale deeply and slowly for a count of 7. 
Hold for 7 seconds, then exhale slowly and fully for 7. Repeat 3 times. 
 
Wiggle it Out 
Begin by wiggling your fingers and your toes, then begin shaking your hands and 
feet. Gradually engage the legs, arms, trunk, head, mouth etc. until your whole 
body is wiggling and shaking for one minute. It’s kind of like a spastic little dance 
but oh so fun! (OK to do this in private if you prefer ;-)) 
 
Brain Dump 
If your mind chatter is on fuego, or you are filled with confusing, conflicting emo-
tions, take a 10-minute time out to write in your journal. Just do a complete brain 
dump, writing what you are experiencing, the thoughts and feelings that are circu-
lating, what you need… Just getting it out of you and onto the paper is a great en-
ergy re-aligner.  
 
Tap into Relief 
Another great stress reliever is the Emotional Freedom Technique, also known as 
EFT or “tapping”. It involves tapping on several meridian lines on the body while you 
acknowledge what’s upsetting you.  
 
For example, you will start by tapping on the karate chop point on one hand with 
the first two fingers of the other hand approximately 20 times, as you say, 
 
“Even though I have so much to do and I feel so overwhelmed, I completely love 
and accept myself”  (insert your current challenge or problem after “even though”) 
 
Then you will progress by tapping the following places in order about 20 times 
each: 

• Center of the forehead (3rd eye) 
• Outside edge of the eye socket 
• Bottom edge of the eye socket 
• Between the nose and upper lip 
• Center of the sternum, just below the collar bone 
• Front of the armpit 

 
All the while continuing to state what you are feeling and that you love and accept 
yourself. 
 
For more detailed instruction and demonstration of EFT, visit 
http://www.thetappingsolution.com/how-to-tap.php 
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Shindigs & Soirees 
 
Depending on your circumstances, parties and 
family get-togethers can either be something you 
really look forward to or something you dread. 
Maybe your mom drives you nuts with her endless 
questions, or there's that one co-worker who 
won't pipe down about his politics. Or perhaps you 
just feel plain old lonely or miss someone you've 
lost this time of year. All of these conditions can 
raise your stress levels, take you out of the mo-
ment, and increase the likelihood of overeating.  
 

✦ Before you head into any party, take a moment 
to acknowledge your feelings around the peeps 
you'll be mingling with, and set and intention for 
how you want to show up. Do you want to feel 
at peace? Do you need to set boundaries or 
distance yourself from certain people or situations? Do you want to express 
more love and gratitude?  

 
You always have a choice about the experience you want to create for yourself, 
and being intentional about it is one of the most powerful things you can do to 
ensure your success. 

 

✦ At the beginning of the day, use a journal or notebook to write a few words 
about what experience you would like to have at the event. If there are going to 
be trigger foods, people or situations, write down two or three ideas for how you 
can handle them. Success is 80% planning and 20% action!  

 
✦ Don’t fast all day and go to the event hungry in an attempt to preemptively re-

duce overall calories. You are much better off going in nourished and hydrated. 
If you know you’ll be eating a lot, simply scale back your portions a bit earlier in 
the day, but do NOT skip meals! 
 

✦ Watch out for rules. Are you making rules about what you will or won’t eat or 
drink? We all know rules were made to be broken! Creating a climate of re-
striction and resistance only triggers a stronger desire for the forbidden fruit.  
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There are two types of people: moderators and abstainers. Moderators re-
spond best to permission and flexibility, as soon as they feel deprived they go 
into big-time rebel mode (that’ totally me!) If this describes you, come up with a 
range of what you would be comfortable with, and make body awareness and 
flexibility your mantra.  

 

On the other hand, if you find that abstinence works best for you, connect with 
the reason WHY you choose to abstain from whatever it is and stay focused on 
what that will GIVE you (rather than take away from you.) If you feel tempted, 
remember what you ARE choosing instead of that particular food or drink 
(peace of mind, no hangover, etc.) 

 

In either case, remember that pleasure is your divine birthright, and release guilt 
as best you can.  

 

✦ Don’t go unconscious and check out while you eat, drink or nibble. Stay present 
and bring awareness to your senses. Savor the flavors and enjoy the textures. 
Also notice the thoughts and feelings that are going through your mind. 
Acknowledge them with curiosity and compassion, and release those that don’t 
serve you. 

 
✦ If you are attending an event with just appetizers or hors d’ouvres, instead of 

just eating a few here/a few there, make yourself a plate of the items that most 
appeal to you. You’ll feel more satisfied from the psychological experience of fin-
ishing a plate of food, rather than just nibbling all night long. I’ve often left these 
events feeling like I never ate dinner, even though I have a full belly! The goals 
are pleasure, awareness and satisfaction, and also staying in a place of personal 
empowerment! 

 
✦ Release comparisons. Often when we get into social situations with other wom-

en, we admire them, evaluate them and compare ourselves to them. It seems to 
be a normal female response. In fact surveys show that we form most of our 
style and clothing preferences based on what we see other women wearing. 
However, those of us who struggle with food an our bodies tend to evaluate 
ourselves very harshly in comparison to others, and this can be especially prob-
lematic when we don’t feel great about ourselves to begin with, and we are 
suddenly mixed together with a bunch of women all dressed up and looking 
cute and sassy. Here’s a quote I want you to commit to memory: 
 
“Never judge your insides based on someone else’s outsides.” 
 
Studies show that 95% or more of women are dissatisfied with their bodies (this 
is sad!). That gal in the hot dress is probably just as critical of herself as you are, 
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she’s just hiding it well. It doesn’t serve you to compare and despair. Remem-
ber that you are a unique, beautiful and valuable woman who deserves to have 
a lovely time at this event.  
 

✦ Banish “fat talk.” Often when you get a group of women together, the conversa-
tion quickly turns to diet, exercise, what you are doing for weight loss, etc. It’s 
one of the most socially acceptable topics of conversation, and it seems to be 
our way of being “part of the club.” The problem is, what you focus on expands. 
Rather than joining in with the dieting, body criticism and “gotta fix something 
about myself” mentality, come with a few conversation changers. I find it much 
more interesting to talk to people about what they are up to in the world than 
whether or not they eat carbs. Here are a couple of show-stopping party ques-
tions:  
 

✦ “What’s your dream?”  
✦ If you could do anything you wanted and you knew you could not fail, 

what would it be?” 
 

If they look at you funny, tell them you’re working with a coach and she wanted 
you to ask! 

 

✦ No matter what happens, don’t forget to breathe!  
 

Some food for thought: When you go into a social event consumed with thoughts 
about food or your body, you are not as available to truly connect with others. How 
might this pattern be a protective mechanism for you? How does it actually serve 
you? How else might you apply the energy that would be freed up from food ob-
session in a social interaction? How might being more present and curious help you 
create a more nourishing experience? 
 

 
 

Closet Talk 
 
We’ve all been in this situation: you’re standing in the closet looking for something 
to wear for the holiday party, filled with dread, disappointment or even disgust. You 
can’t find anything that looks or feels good on your body, so you immediately judge 
yourself for your body shape or size and make a commitment to lose weight. 
There’s no way you can afford to eat anything at the party you are going to tonight, 
right? 
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If you are holding on to clothes from Christmases 
past that don’t currently fit, and then judging yourself 
because you can’t get into them comfortably, you 
are practicing a form of self abuse! Let them go.  
 
You deserve to look and feel your best right now, no 
matter where you are on the body continuum! Don’t 
allow an arbitrary number on a tag to dictate your 
self-worth. Clothing sizes are almost meaningless 
anyway, as they vary from brand to brand and even 
from year to year.  
 
Take a sweep of your closet and release anything 
that brings your energy down, including items that 
don’t fit you properly right now. Holding on to some-
thing in a smaller size as so called “motivation” is like 
holding your happiness hostage. How motivating is it 
REALLY? Doesn’t it just bring you down?    
 
Pack those items up and donate them to a local shelter, church or second-hand 
store. Think of the people who will be so grateful to receive a nice holiday outfit or 
even just some nice quality clothes at this time of year. 
 
Then go out and buy something really great that fits and flatters you NOW! Enlist 
the help of a personal shopper at your local department or chain store – many offer 
this service free of charge. You’ll be amazed at how choosing the right garments 
can actually make you appear thinner and boost your self confidence.  
 
Then go rock that party like the goddess you are! 
 
 

 
 

Navigating the Cooking & Baking Gauntlet 
 
Many of us love to cook or bake during the holidays, but if you 
find that half of the dish you are preparing ends up in your mouth 
before it ever makes it to the platter, here are some simple tips to 
break that cycle: 
 
Don’t cook hungry. Before you begin, make sure that you are 
nourished with a healthy snack such as a handful of almonds or 
some fruit. And make sure you are well hydrated, keeping water 
or perhaps some tea nearby. Quite often when we find ourselves 
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wanting to nibble, what we really are experiencing is thirst. Drinking plenty of water 
goes a long way to prevent “mouth hunger.” 
 

Take the Taste Test. Decide in advance if your recipe really requires you to taste it 
for adequate flavor. If you have made those cookies 100 times before, perhaps you 
have it down and don’t really need to sample the batter. On the other hand, if you 
do need to – or simply want to – taste what you are cooking, decide in advance 
what amount of tasting you are comfortable with, and then be sure to follow the 
usual eating guidelines, with breathing and awareness so you can really activate 
your senses.  
 

Freshen Up! One of my favorite strategies to avoid food prep nibbling is to brush 
my teeth or chew a piece of peppermint gum before I begin. When your mouth 
feels fresh and clean you are less likely to desire a taste! 
 

 
 

Morning After Strategies 
 
So you overdid it. From time to time we 
all eat a little more than we might prefer, 
especially when presented with so many 
holiday goodies! First of all, BREATHE. 
It's OK. Here are a few tips to help you 
get back on track gracefully and find 
more peace with yourself throughout the 
holiday season. 
 
 
What NOT to do: 
 
Don’t beat yourself up. There's no need to judge or punish yourself for the sup-
posed crime of eating. So you doubled down on the desserts... were they deli-
cious? We are fed so much guilt around eating in our culture. We say, I was so 
"bad" for eating that dessert, or I have to be "good" today. Food is one of life's 
great pleasures. In fact, pleasure itself is a nutritional and metabolic requirement. 
Don't judge yourself or buy into the guilt talk because you enjoyed a big, yummy 
meal. No matter what or how much you’ve eaten, it doesn’t make YOU a bad per-
son, nor does it mean you can’t course correct gracefully. 
 
Don’t step on the scale, no matter what! In fact, throw that darn thing out. Any 
number it gives you is going to be an inaccurate measure anyway, as you may be 
holding extra water or possibly experiencing dehydration if there was alcohol in-
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volved. A much better measure is how your clothes fit over time. And there’s NO 
WAY your body could have changed significantly since yesterday anyway.  
 
Don’t skip breakfast, lunch or otherwise attempt to starve yourself. This will only 
send starvation signals to your body, halt your metabolism and set you up for over-
eating again. 
 

Don’t punish your body with over-intense or lengthy exercise above and beyond 
your normal routine. This also creates metabolism crippling stress chemistry and 
could set you up for an injury. 
 

The RIGHT way to get back on track: 
 
Resume your normal eating routine right away as much as possible, perhaps 
just reducing your portion size a bit. Your body will know what to do. Food is fuel 
for your body and your mind. Running on an empty tank will only add to holiday 
stress. 
 

Ride that metabolic wave! If your previous day’s indulgences were high in carbo-
hydrates, borrow from the practice of Carb Cycling which involves alternating days 
of high and low-carb ingestion. You see, eating carbs actually gives your body a 
metabolic boost. The next day, maximize calorie burning by replacing your usual 
carbs with healthy fat and protein and extra veggies. For example, if you usually 
have grains for breakfast, do a full-fat yogurt with fruit and nuts. If you usually eat a 
turkey sandwich for lunch, substitute the bread for a bed of greens and avocado. 
Replace the rice at dinner with a veggie and almond stir-fry. Keeping the carbs low 
enables your body to burn more as it digests the fat and fiber-rich vegetables, with-
out you feeling hungry or deprived at all. 
 

Note: Carb cycling works well as a pre-emptive strategy as well. If you have an 
event coming up where you know you’ll be eating a lot of starchy, sugary or rich 
foods, eat primarily vegetables, healthy fat and protein the day before.  
 

Remember, food is fuel for your metabolism and your body is self-adjusting. Just 
consider the special occasions a celebration day and move on.  
 

Hydrate, hydrate, hydrate! Drinking plenty of water or green tea throughout the 
day will help flush your body of waste and toxins. Water itself is the most effective 
diuretic there is, so don’t worry about creating extra “water weight.” Staying hydrat-
ed also helps to naturally regulate appetite so that you feel satisfied throughout the 
day. 
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Get into motion. And I don't mean punishing exercise. I mean simply moving your 
body in a way that feels good to you, in a way that has you taking in more oxygen 
and enjoying the present moment. Maybe that's a walk outside on a crisp morning, 
or a gentle yoga class, or putting on some music and busting a move while you 
vacuum up the crumbs from the party. 
 

Mine for the Gold. If you over-ate, what did you learn? What did you notice? Were 
you munching to distract yourself from feelings of nervousness around other guests 
or family dynamics? Were you feeling invisible, misunderstood or maybe even under 
attack? Or did you just want to taste more - to prolong the connection with others 
at the table by making a second plate? Perhaps you were wanting to recreate a 
past experience or memory that centered around a certain food. Whatever the case 
may be, it's all wisdom that’s as good as gold to help you learn and grow and ex-
periment with different choices in the future. Do a little journaling to capture your 
thoughts or discoveries while they’re fresh in your mind. 
 
Become aware of any "Possibility Bandits" you have that may be unconscious-
ly impacting your food choices. Are you labeling yourself or foods in a way that 
takes away your power? Are you peppering yourself with “should’s” and 
“shouldn’ts” or rules about what’s OK to eat or not eat, are you holding yourself to 
unrealistic standards of perfection? Remember that these possibility bandits aren’t 
the truth, and they aren’t YOU. Bring awareness to them and gently release them! 
 

 
 

The Spirit of Giving 
 
We all know that the true spirit of the holidays has to do with 
giving. This is often overshadowed by the focus on “buying”, 
as well as rushing around, decorating, partying and of course, 
eating! And with the added financial pressure during the sea-
son, many of us can feel a little strapped as it is, and so the 
idea of charitable giving creates even more pressure.  
 
The thing is, GIVING involves so much more than just financial 
assistance. Giving of any kind is one of the most powerful and 
rewarding things you can do for your soul, and it can instantly 
lift you out of anxiety, fear, doubt or obsessive self-focus. It 
can give you a sense of expansion and openness like no other act.  
 
And there are SO many things you can give! Here are a few ideas… 
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• Patience to the stressed out cashier-in-training at the department or grocery 
store 

• Eye contact and a smile to the post office attendant rushing to get all the 
packages out 

• A hug or some laughter to a friend or family member experiencing their own 
holiday stress 

• Compassion to the online retail clerk who screws up your order 
• A random act of kindness to a stranger 

 
I think you see where I’m going with this. The bottom line is to expand your defini-
tion of giving. Ask yourself, “in how many ways can I give today?” Or, “Who can I 
serve or share my gifts with today?” You’ll be surprised how much you actually 
have to offer! 
 

Bonus Tip: Practice using two most magical and underused words in the English 
language… “You’re Welcome” every day. A heartfelt “you’re welcome” rather 
than “no problem, you bet, sure” carries a totally different energy and allows both 
you and the other person to fully experience and close the loop on your generosity! 
 

 
 

The Art of Letting Go 
 
One of the most powerful life skills I have de-
veloped and that I have helped my clients to 
develop is the ability to let go. All suffering in 
life comes from resisting what is. Whether 
that’s resisting a feeling, a situation, an out-
come, a circumstance, when you really think 
about it, we only suffer when we get hung up 
on our need to be in control.  
 
The truth is we can’t really control anything in life other than our own thoughts, feel-
ings and responses. We can’t make our family members behave differently, we 
can’t make traffic move any faster, we can’t expect people to read our minds, and 
we certainly can’t force our bodies to be different by judging, depriving and punish-
ing them! 
 
When you let go, you say yes to being in the present. You say yes to trusting in 
your ability to handle whatever comes your way. And in an interesting twist, when 
you give up your need to control you actually discover the ultimate power! 
 
See if you can practice letting go of the following:  
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• Attachment to certain outcomes, numbers or how things have to look 
• Expectations of yourself and others, expecting others to share all of your 

values 
• Perfectionism, black or white thinking 
• Disappointment – look at all results as learning, not success or failure 
• Worry aka “Future-Tripping” - instead of “what if” thinking, ask “what IS”? 

 
Another highly liberating thing to let go of is a grudge. Are you harboring resentment 
toward someone? Maybe your spouse got you a crummy gift, but you can choose 
how you think and feel about it. Remember, forgiveness does not mean that you 
condone unkind behavior, but simply that you refuse to carry negativity around 
someone else’s “stuff.   
 
“To forgive is to set a prisoner free, then discover that the prisoner was you.” 
 

 
 
 

Wishing you a holiday season filled with  

Possibility, Permission and Pleasure! 
 

 


